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Incredibly useful against Zodiac Braves Uses 40 MP Cyclops: The Cyclops' frozen blades of Air will quickly destroy anyone who is foolish enough to fight you.. This is good for building lots of JP Throw Stone: You throw a stone at the enemy dealing very little damage.

This is a valuable ability for most of the game! Support AbilitiesThrow Potion: Allows you to throw potions at a distance even if you are not a chemist.. Download the game guide 'characters, jobs, races, and more' for final fantasy tactics advance on game boy advance (gba) (49048).
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Uses 12 MP Quick: This allows you to act immediately when cast Uses 24 MP Demi: Target loses 1/2 of his total HP.. Uses 8 MP Haste2: Stronger version of Haste, lasts duration of battle Uses 30 MP.

final fantasy tactics advance jobs guide

Uses 8 MP Shiva: Let Shiva blast your enemies with a blizzard Uses 24 MP Ramuh: Ramuh will electrify the opposition with a shower of lightning.. Slow: Slow down your enemies with this Uses 8 MP Slow2: Stronger version of Slow, lasts duration of battle.. Masamune: This gives you Regen and Haste Very useful!Chirijiraden: The strongest Draw Out skill; causes lots of damage to the enemy.. Uses 6 MP Cure2: Restore even more HP than Cure Uses 10 MP Cure3: Get even more HP than Cure2.
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Fft Job GuideFinal Fantasy Tactics Job ChartFinal Fantasy Tactics StrategyFinal Fantasy Tactics Ps1 Jobs GuideFinal Fantasy Tactics Advance Class GuideFinal Fantasy Tactics Advance Jobs GuideFinal Fantasy Tactics Advance 2 Jobs GuidePosted: (3 months ago) Final fantasy summoner tactics advance jobs by names.. Chakra: Regain some lost HP and MP using this This is very helpful in the beginning of the game, as it is the only means to restore MP Revive: Revive a dead ally next to you.. Just like Priest they can be fun for a while, but in the test of a challenging battle they're not very helpful.. They learn stronger spells fairly quickly If you use their magic tactically you can inflict some powerful blows on the enemy.. Using the Archer's 'Concentrate' helps prevent missing, but that still doesn't help bring usefulness to this ability when you're fighting characters that die in 2-3 hits..
Shuriken: Throw various types of shurikens Knife: Throw daggers Sword: Throw swords.. AbilitiesAction Abilities:ChargeCharge +1: Allows you to charge for 1 charge time.. Kiyomori: Give your team Protect and Shell status with this sword, and with 100% success rate.. Support AbilitiesMartial Arts: Be able to fight bare-handed as well as monk, regardless of class.. Trying to break their sword, which may or may not work, is just a waste of time. e10c415e6f 
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